IN THE BEGINNING
THERE WAS NOTHING
…
NOW. THERE’S A LOT.
A GUIDE TO WORKING AND LIVING AT LDV UNITED.
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THIS BOOK IS IN ENGLISH.
SOME WORDS ARE IN
DUTCH.
That’s just how it is.

1st edition. 2015
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WELCOME

WE LOVE IT THAT
YOU’RE HERE.
WE HOPE THAT
YOU’LL ALSO LOVE
BEING HERE.
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Because honestly,
you’ll spend too much time here not to enjoy it.
At LDV we take care of our work. We take it seriously.
But we also take care of each other. We team up. We work together.
We listen. We shout out loud (yes we do that sometimes). We laugh.
We dance on tables. We help each other out. We collaborate. We
co-operate.
You’ll discover all you need to know to survive and thrive at LDV,
oh, and how to conquer the world, that too.
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HERE, WE TRY TO
GIVE SOME
STRUCTURE TO
THIS DOCUMENT

It may not have worked, sorry about that.
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FAWESOME
YOU MADE IT!

1.

Yes. Fawesome is a word. It’s a mash-up of two words to be exact.
No not ‘f*cking’ and ‘awesome’. Seriously, how lame would that be?
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YOU’VE REACHED THE MOON
High five.
Niceness.
Fawesome, that too.
THE ONLY THING YOU HAVE TO DO NOW IS….

GO TO THE SUN WITH US.

It’s like this. You worked hard to get here. You did the
preparation, (learned to cope with a gravity-free environment
and all that), you made the journey, you reached the Moon
and yes, you even took your first step. But now that you’re
here, we’re taking the trip just a little further.
Don’t worry: we’ll go together. You can count on that.
You’re here. Now, do good stuff.
Go to the Sun with us.
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WHAT WE
BELIEVE IN

11

WE BELIEVE THAT
BRANDS NEED FANS,
NOT JUST CLIENTS,
NOT JUST CUSTOMERS.
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OUR
PURPOSE

13

WE CREATE
FANS FOR
BRANDS
2

2.

In case you thought you were going to find an answer to ‘our purpose here on
earth’: GOOD THINKING! In our honest opinion we think the purpose of each
and every person here on earth is TO BE LIKE A UNIQUE FLOWER IN A
FIELD FULL OF OTHER UNIQUE FLOWERS.
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WE
Exactly.
Not you.
Not me.
Also not that guy sitting next to you and who you
think is a creative genius who works hard all the
time and does everything by himself.
Google it.
Seriously, Google it.
Exactly. SUCH A PERSON DOES NOT EXIST.
Unless you’re Kanye.
We take the ‘WE’ seriously.
UNITED WE STAND.
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WE CREATE
Creating is our core business.
We do not deliver fans
(nope, we’re not the postman).
We do not buy them
(because that would be fraud)
We create them.
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HERE COMES
A SERIOUSLY
AWESOME QUOTE,
WHICH WE HAVEN’T
FOUND YET, ABOUT
HOW CREATIVITY
IS ALL ABOUT
USING YOUR BRAIN
IN THE BEST WAY
YOU CAN.3

3.

If we find it, we’re probably going to paint it on a wall. We just have to
decide which wall and find somebody who can draw brains in a cool
way. Until then keep it painted on a wall in your head.
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WE CREATE
FANS
It’s ambitious, we know. But nope, we’re not
creating buyers, consumers or clients.
When it comes to our profession, we go for
nothing less than The Greatest Good: F.A.N.S
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Fans are crucial brand builders
Fans have never been more relevant to brands than they are today.
Fans choose their favourite brand with hearts and souls. Fans are
loyal. Fans are your best ambassadors. They stick with you. Always.
Even when you make a mistake (and let’s face it, there’s going to be
a time when that happens. Unless the brand is run by aliens).
Just look at football fans. They turn up every week. No matter what.
They don’t just buy tickets to see their team, they all have a season
ticket. They stick with their team. They breathe their team. They
are their team.
And that’s why they tell the story you want to tell as a brand,
only they do it like 566.2 times more convincingly. And that,
my friend, is something money cannot buy. And that’s why,
no matter how strong or creative or innovative our work may be,
it always needs to connect with our brains, hearts and consciences.
We need to touch people in those three dimensions.
The fan base of a brand starts here, at LDV, with you.
We’re always the first fans of the brands we represent.
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WE CREATE
FANS FOR
BRANDS
It’s important that we do this for ‘brands’ and
not for random people or, say, kangaroos. Brands
pay us to do this. It’s why we can exist.
This is real business, with real clients, with real
work and real consequences. Because creating
fans is fun and all that. But it’s important to
realise that we are accountable for what we do.
Without them, LDV cannot exist. Without them,
we can’t keep on creating fans.
So at the end of the ride, we need creative work
that is relevant and distinctive. That’s the only
way we make fans for brands come true.
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FOR
Oops.
We forgot a word.

‘For’ that’s easy.
We’re in favour of so many things.
We’re for fake flowers.
For gin & tonics on Friday.
For gin & tonics on other days.
For clean desks.
For eating ‘bokes met choco’ together.
For people bringing yummy food in on their birthdays.
For people wearing jeans to work.
For people wearing skirts to work.
Basically for people wearing clothes to work.
For sending ridiculously stupid e-mails to each other.
For birds in the sky.
In particular seagulls, especially Harry.
(We don’t know why. Ask him.)
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Slices of bread with choco paste.
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Wow, a seagull!
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OUR PURPOSE
INFLUENCES
THE WAY
WE WORK
TOGETHER
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On going to the Sun together
#1

Be on time if we’ve arranged a meeting. We’re waiting for .you.
Time is precious. We’re creative people, not artists.

#2

Stick to the arrangements you made with your colleagues.
If you promised something would be ready, make sure it is.

#3

You’re more than just the title written on your business card.
It’s never ‘not your job’. It’s always everybody’s job.
We do it together.

#4

Your opinion always counts. Even if you’re insecure about .your
own idea. Even if you think others think differently. Even if you
know Harry thinks differently. Your opinion always counts.

#5

Talk to each other. We like people who have constructive
conversations and can understand both sides of a problem.

#6

Listen.

#7

Really listen. Saying ‘Yeah yeah…. right… OK’ doesn’t count.

#8

If you’re not getting there on a project, maybe you should talk
to each other?

#9

Then talk some more and listen some more.

#10

No seriously. We’re a communication agency.
We need to communicate with each other.

#11

We’re not just LDV.

#12

We’re LDV UNITED.
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OUR
CULTURE
WHAT MAKES US US.
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THERE ARE ABOUT
A MILLION5 OTHER
COMPANIES THAT
DO WHAT WE DO.
WHAT MAKES US US?
#1 Happy, the mental state, not the song
#2 Honestly, be honest
#3 Share the good, the bad and the ugly
#4 ‘We say it with ballekes in tomatensaus’6
#5 The ‘why’ reflex

5.
6.

(OK, we didn’t check this number)
Dutch for ‘meatballs in tomato sauce’.
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#1

Happy,
the mental state,
not the song
We want happy people. And we want to make these happy
people happy in their work.
Happy people create better work. And better work results in
happier clients. So if we’re making happy people unhappy
here, we’re failing.
Come and tell us.
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#2

Honestly, be honest
We don’t believe in perfect.
We believe in honest.
Remember: you never do anyone a favour
by not being honest.
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#3

Share the good,
the bad and the ugly
From the most brilliant idea to the shittiest thing that ever
happened to you: share it.

Two reasons why sharing is
always a good idea.
One: because whether we’ve lost hard or won hard,
it’s better to share it.
Two: because everyone here has a different brain.
And the thing about different brains is that they come
with different experiences, different ways of looking at
things, different doubts, different skills, different ideas
and different tastes in things such as sandwich
toppings, colours, animals. Together we can become
ONE SUPER CREEPY UNBEATABLE
CREATIVE CREATURE.
What do you say?
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#4

‘We say it with ballekes
in tomatensaus’ 7
“If you can say it with ballekes in tomatensaus,
say it with ballekes in tomatensaus.
If you can’t say it with ballekes in tomatensaus,
then think about it until you can
say it with ballekes in tomatensaus.”
- Petra De Roos -

Mmmm ballekes in tomatensaus.
In other words we love simple, straightforward,
small-scale communication.

7.

Dutch for ‘meatballs in tomato sauce’.
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#5

The why-reflex
‘Why?’

For anyone asking themselves why ‘WHY?’ is a good
question. You’ll so fit in here.
We’re fans of what we call the ‘why’ reflex. We’re the kind
of people who think further; who aren’t too easily satisfied
and who question themselves, others and the world.
In other words: be critical. Guideline: you’ve asked
yourself ‘why do we do this?’ enough times if the result
is ‘ballekes in tomatensaus’.
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OUR
OFFICE
A HOME FROM HOME
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INDEED, WE SAID ‘A HOME FROM HOME’
Make it comfy.
Give it a name. Names circulating today are Harry’s Place,
Dawson’s Creek II (not just because our offices are by the water,
but because we’re not afraid of holding very woolly, fluffy and
overly dramatic conversations), Den bureau (short but powerful))
Keep an extra pair of shoes, socks, pants, a sweater (or maybe 2),
your dolphin shirt here.
Yes, we have a shower. Homes need showers.
Yes, you can have a package delivered here.
Yes, we have a croque monsieur machine, it’s crucial to homeliness.
Make a croque whenever you like, with whatever you like.
The only question is:
CAN YOU CROQUE IT?
Yes, we even have a spot that we like to call ‘de living’, right in the
middle of our office. Because sometimes you just want to sit at a table
on a decent old-fashioned chair with some flowers next to you and a
carpet under your feet. If you’re in need of that kind of moment,
the spot is yours.

As we said, it’s your home from home.
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DAY-TO-DAY
PRACTICALITIES
WE’RE ALL JUST PEOPLE.
WE NEED GUIDELINES.
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This mixtape doesn’t make
sense. But it’s retro, so it’s cool.
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SOME KNOWLEDGE
THAT COULD COME
IN HANDY IF YOU
WORK HERE
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1.

We’re here at 9 a.m. The day ends at 6 p.m.

2.

On Friday we leave at 4 p.m., if possible.

3.

You don’t have to bring any lunch. It is served in the kitchen at
12.30 p.m. (no not 12.20 or 12.29). Lunch break is until 1.30 p.m.

4.

Beata cleans our office. We love her for that. That doesn’t
include cleaning up your mess at your desk. Make it possible for
her to do her job (no really, she’s here at 5.00 a.m. For that alone
she deserves eternal sunshine and pink waffles with glitter on).

5.

If you bring your own food, label it, otherwise it’s everybody else’s,
just like in every household.

6.

If the night line is on, please answer the phone. You do it by
pressing green 72 and saying ‘LDV United, what can I do for you’.
Do it with a smile.

7.

Play as much pool as you like, only don’t do it when there’s a
meeting with clients in ‘den Bokaal’.

8.

WE ALL HATE TO FILL IN OUR TIME SHEETS.
BUT WE ALL DO IT. NO NAGGING.

9.

If you work late, there’s a spare set of keys at the front desk,
so you can let yourself out.
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WE LIKE YOU

WE LIKE TO DO THINGS
WE HOPE YOU LIKE IT TOO.
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We eat, drink, talk, work, relax,
celebrate, laugh & cry, share
things together.
EATING LUNCH
One table. Everyone’s welcome.
Lunch works according to the theory of ‘survival of the quickest’.
At 12.30 p.m. you can make your own lunch in the kitchen.
At 12.35 you may possibly find a slice of cheese and a few breadcrumbs.
---

LUNCH BREAK
During lunch, we play computer games, we do it violently,
join us if you want. Don’t disturb us if you don’t.
---

WORKING/LISTENING TO MUSIC
We don’t believe in matching music tastes. That’s why we wear headphones
when we want to listen to music. Bring your own pair. But be approachable.
There might be people who want to talk to you.
---

ON EATING COOKIES
We like to eat cookies. That’s why we have an emergency cookie
closet. A cookie is yours for € 0.70. Discretion is assured.
---

HAPPY FRIDAY
Every first Friday of the month. The perfect opportunity to share things:
a course you went on, a campaign you saw and everyone has to know about,
that one guideline to absolute happiness you want share, a word of gratitude
to your colleagues, anything’s possible. You can also just share gins & tonic and
eat massive amounts of crisps, that’s possible too.
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DE MOSSELSOUPER
The name says it all. We eat mussels with fries and lots of mayonnaise.
---

NEW YEAR’S PARTY
3 things you can always count on.
There will be embarrassingly good gifts.
There will be food.
There will be dancing, also embarrassingly good.
---

THE LDV TRIP
Once a year.
Be yourself8 . It’s a trip. Not a work thing.
---

MEN OF STEEL
Weird activities organised by weird people at
the most random moments in time. You’ll see.
---

ON SHARING
We have a hasthag. #thisisldv
---

JUST SO YOU KNOW
An e-mail from you to ‘LDV PLUS’ ends up in our inbox.
That is, in the inbox of each and every one of us. Yes also Harry’s.
We have a Facebook page; it’s private, you can totally
let yourself go there.

Except if your ‘real self ’ means your personality resembles that of Saint-like person,
such as Oprah or Mahadma Gandhi. Then your imperfect fake self will do just fine.
8.
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3 THINGS
(OR AT LEAST 2)

WE’RE PART OF THE WPP GROUP
(but we’re also still us)

We’re proud to be a part of this network. But, contrary to what you
may think, it hasn’t changed what we do, the way we do it or the speed at
which we do it all that much. Basically, we’re still us. We’re the same
LDV: flexible, horizontal, not too big, not too small. We believe that
we can only create amazing work if we can anticipate and respond to
what’s happening today. More than ever, we’re doing exactly that.

WE’VE BEEN DOING IT
FOR A WHILE NOW
We’ve been creating fans for brands since one of the most inspiring
periods of all time, 1991 to be exact.  

WE DO THIS WITH ALL
OUR HEARTS AND SOULS
And also with some other crucial body parts, like brains and legs.
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#thisisldv

A # is not a waffle, but it sure looks like one.
And that’s for a reason.

The waffle rule for using the hashtag
Use a hashtag like you use waffles.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When you want to celebrate something
For happy LDV moments
When you need to share a good moment on a rainy day
When you’re amazed
When weird stuff happens here
You don’t just share a waffle, share it wisely
When it’s your daughter’s birthday, use real waffles.
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ONE MORE THING
NOPE, WE DON’T KNOW WHAT
THE LETTERS IN LDV STAND
FOR, BUT HARRY PROBABLY
HAS A STORY FOR IT.

NOW,
MAYBE YOU
SHOULD STOP
READING USELESS
GUIDES AND GO
DO SOMETHING
USEFUL.

Oh yeah, we wish you good luck, that too.

